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THRESHOLD OF REFUGE
SANGYOON PARK
ABSTRACT
From every carving and dislodged mass, there is memory left in void. As
refugees, the Rohingya resettling in the United States have been displaced out
of time and place. This project proposal aims to reconnect persons to place
and community. Surrounded on all sides by remnant chestnut oak forest, the
“rock oak” of the Appalachian, this establishment of subsidized multi-family
resettlement housing, a mosque, and a Rohingya cultural center serves as
the rock foundation from which to stabilize the chaos of the unknown. While
memory embraces cultural identity, growth embraces new connections
-defining a platform of past and future. Roof farms and open circulation
plans visualize the seasons. The cropped grass field opens between the
three buildings on the complex. They face each other across a green field
-conversing in rows of tall oaks and stone brick colonnades in a gradient of
public to private space. Children race the setting sunlight down steps and a
communal dinner is served. For these wanderers, this is the threshold of refuge.
Left: collage created from 2015 TIME magazines articles of refugee crises and border control.

THRESHOLD OF REFUGE
SANGYOON PARK
GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
Exported by violence, thousands of Rohingya refugees are adrift in
temporality. In camps or on the run, there is detachment from place and
corrosion of community and opportunity. Resettling in a new country, refugees
face many challenges hand in hand with their new freedoms. In Alexandria,
there is a site embedded into the slope of a remnant forest. It extends from
the hill of the Northern Virginia Community College, a beacon of affordable
education and equal opportunity. On this site, the newly resettled will find their
footing and work towards new goals through rest in residence, spiritual healing
in a prayer hall, and active learning in a Rohingyan cultural center. By carving a
community, this designed establishment, a stronghold of Rohingya culture and
identity can embed new stories and re-establish roots.
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INTRODUCTION

DEFINING THESIS

Displacement | Refugee Resettlement | Rohingyas in Myanmar

1

The primal purpose for architecture is shelter. For those forcibly displaced from
their homes, there is chaos in disorientation and a search for shelter. Across the
centuries, war, persecution, and natural disaster have pushed people to leave the
familiarity of their homes. They journey elsewhere for survival and freedom. In the
case of the refugee filing for resettlement in another country, there is a hope for
protection and for a better life.
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who are the displaced?

refugee resettlement process

returnee
internally displaced person
stateless person

refugee

asylum seeker

: person who has been forced to leave their country in
order to escape war, natural disaster, persecution (by
race, religion, nationality, political opinion, social group)
UNHCR United Nations High Comissioner for Refugees

refugee

federal, state, and local support:
affordable housing
health care access
job training and placement
language learning

refuge

: condition of being safe/sheltered from pursuit, danger,
trouble; shelter, protection, safety, asylum, security,
sanctuary; Latin refugium with “re” back + “fugere” flee
www.dictionary.com

1. outside US

2. approval

3. inside US

referral and registration,
security checks, interview

orientation and
medical screening

resettlement by
voluntary organization

Resettlement Support Centers
(RSCs) overseas create case files
and process according to US
designated nationalities and
priorities

RSCs provide refugees with
cultural orientation of US life
IOM with RSCs sets medical
exams and transport to US

case workers from resettlement
agencies responsible for finding
affordable home for refugee
families, families also recieve
immediate assistance

RSCs prepare refugees for
interviews with DHS/ USCIS

RSC requests sponsorship assurance from one of nine national
refugee resettlement agencies

Primary goals to help new arrivals
reach self-sufficiency through job
and language assistance

*all persons are interviewed but
only one member of family units
needs to meet US refugee
definition, family members may
follow

RSC coordinate refugee arrivals
with resettlement agencies

“Refugees are vetted more
intensively than any other group
seeking to enter the US. In fact,
the hardest way to come to the
country is as a refugee.” IRC

seeking shelter |persons in flight
3

resettling into the United States
4
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who regulates refugees entering the United States?

ORR has 5 divisions:
refugee assistance
refugee health
resettlement services
children’s services
office of the director

For Resettlement to US, PRM assigns each case to one of nine major NGOs:
Church World Service,
Episcopal Migration Ministries,
US Committee for Refugees & Immigrants,
Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services,
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops,
World Relief Corporation,
International Rescue Committee,
Ethipian Community Development Council,
HIAS
existing regulating structure
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World timeline of refugee crises

WORLD

1950

7

1960

With the foundation of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
the case of displaced people became an
official issue in the international context.

END of WWII

1950 UNHCR created in
WW2 aftermath

1970
1948 Displaced Persons Act
“In the aftermath of World War II... U.S.
[resettled] hundreds of thousands of
Europeans displaced from the war...
Following the admission of over 250,000
displaced Europeans, the first refugee
legislation enacted by the U.S. Congress was
the Displaced Persons Act of 1948...[which]
provided for the admission of an additional
400,000 displaced Europeans.” Refugee
Council USA, www.rcusa.org/history/

1951 Refugee Convention

START of
Cold War

1954 UNHCR won Nobel
Peace Prize
1956 Hungarian Revolution
led 200,000 to flee to Austria

1975 Indochina Migration and Refugee
Asistance Act, increases refugees from
Vietnam
Refugees fled from the former French
colonies of Indochina, comprising the
countries of Vietnam, Cambodia, and
Laos, after communist governments were
established in 1975

1980

1990
1975 Indochina Migration and Refugee
Asistance Act, increases refugees from
Vietnam

2000
2000s civil conflict period of African
refugees

Syrian Refugee Crisis ongoing

2004 Darfur refugees

UNHCR estimates from 2016:
65.6 million forcibly displaced people
worldwide
22.5 million refugees
10 million stateless persons
189,300 resettled in 2016

1990s Balkan period of European
refugees
International Rescue Committee
Beginning of an NGO
1933 American branch of European IRA
(International Relief Association) founded when
Albert Einstein suggested the US assist Germans
opressed by Hitler
1940 ERC established (Emergency Rescue
Committee) aiding over 2,000 trapped in Vichy
France
1942 IRA and ERC join as International Rescue
Committee

2010

IRC 2017 Snapshot
almost 23 million people
given primary health care
access
resettled 10,665 refugees
and special immigrant visa
recipients in the United
States

55% of refugees coming from Syria (5.5m),
Afghanistan (2.5m), South Sudan (1.4m)
Top hosting countries:
791,600 Ethiopia
940,800 Uganda
979,400 Islamic Republic of Iran
1,000,000 Lebanon
1,400,000 Pakistan
2,900,000 Turkey

https://www.rescue.org/page
/ircs-impact-glance
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US timeline of refugee resettlements

USA

1960

9

Resettlement

Since 1975, the US has
resettled over 3 million
refugees

2nd largest US community college,
with over 75,000 students and 2,600
Northern Virginia
faculty and staff members. NOVA is
Community College also one of the most internationally
diverse colleges in the United States,
with a student body consisting of
individuals from more than 180
countries.

1970s and 80s Cold War period refugees

1970
1975 to 1997 the US resettled
1,287,399 Indochinese
including:
883,317
Vietnamese/Hoa/Montagnard,
251,334 Laotians/ Hmong
152,748 Cambodians

1965
Northern Virginia Technical
College opened for classes
with 761 students in the Carlyn
Springs Road warehouse,
located in Bailey's Crossroads
1969
NOVA purchased 22.5 acres
in Alexandria for $450,000.

1980
1980 US Refugee Act, raises
ceiling on refugees to enter
country; 1980 Act provides
law for USRAP

1990s Balkans period of European refugees

1990
1999 US accepts Kosovo
refugees

1980 annual refugee
admission high of 207,116 in
US
1989 US increases quota of
Soviet refugees

Annual student headcount in
2015-2016 was 16,490
students at the Alexandria
NVCC, one of the 6 campuses of Northern Virginia Community College (which is one
of 23 colleges of Virginia
Community College System).

2000s civil conflict period of African Refugees

2000

2010

2002 annual refugee
admission low of 27,100
2004 50% of overall refugees
admitted were from Somalia,
Cuba, Laos
2008 Burmese and
Bhutanese legally granted
refugee status

Over the past decade, Burmese
refugees have been the largest group
resettled to the United States,
representing 23 percent (163,451) of the
708,354 refugees admitted since 2007.

In fiscal year (FY) 2016, the United
States resettled 84,994 refugees.
In FY 2015 (the most recent data available), the United States granted asylum
to 26,124 individuals

2016 Northern Virginia CC
Enrollment: 76,000
Cost: $135 for residents, $315
for out-of-state students
By age group, enrollment at
Alexandria NVCC 2015
under 18: 32
18-21: 1,754
22-24: 734
25-29: 948
30-44: 1,396
45-59: 377
60&over: 64

Obama administration increased the number of
refugees the United States accepts annually,
from 85,000 in fiscal year (FY) 2016 to 110,000
in FY 2017. Since assuming office in January
2017, President Donald Trump has issued
executive orders to cut the refugee admission
ceiling for FY 2017 from 110,000 to 50,000, and
to suspend the refugee resettlement program for
120 days. Through June 2017 42,000 refugees
were resettled into the US

Refugee admission highest ceilings by President:
140,000 Ronald Reagan
142,000 George HW Bush
121,000 Bill Clinton
80,000 George W Bush
110,000 Barack Obama
2018 current White House administration set
cap on refugee admissions at 45,000
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Myanmar timeline of persecution

BURMA

1950

11

1947 drafted constitution
1948 Burma granted
independence from Britain

1960s Military junta takeover

1960

1970

1962 military coup
abolished constitution and
Ne Win took power with
military junta (group of
officers ruling country by
means of military)
1964, government
launched campaign to
increase litearcy raising it to
67% (from 37% in 1940)

INDEPENDENCE

1948

1962

1980s Political Unrest

1980

1990s exodus of refugees

1990

2000

“In 1982, Myanmar’s military
junta revoked the
citizenship of most
Rohingya, rendering them
stateless.” NY Times

In 1988, people protesting
the military government
called for democracy; the
backlash from the military
resulted in 3,000 deaths

2005 US offered resttelement to
entire population of Tham Hin
(about 9,500 in Karen refugee
camp in Western Thailand) who
had been in the camp since 1997

1984 First large wave of
Karen refugees fled to
Thailand

1989 military government
formally introduced
Myanmar as name for
ocountry and Bamar as
name for the major
ethnic & lingusitic group.

By 2006 half of the camp had
accepted and some 1,200 wer e
already gone to the US

In 1988, Ne Win stepped
down to new generals, and
Aung San Suu Kyi wond
national elections for National
League for Democracy party
but was put under house
arrest
Late 1980s student
pro-democracy
demonstrations

1990 the main political
party opposing the military
government won a majority
in democratic elections; the
military denied recognition
and put opposing leaders
under house arrest

2010

2007 army had doubled to 500,000
since 1988; 40% national budget
spent on miliatry; education
spending is 1-2%

On 7 May 2014, the United States House of
Representatives passed the resolution on
persecution of the Rohingya people in
Burma, which recognizes the Rohingya as an
ethnic group and calls on the Myanmar
government to stop the discrimination and
persecution of the Rohingya, grant the
Rohingya citiczenship status, and recognize
them as an indigenous ethnic group of
Burma.
“H.Res. 418 – Summary”. United States
Congress.

Military Govt.
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Gulf of
Thailand

Gulf of Gulf of
ThailandThailand

Image: base map created over
www.maps.google.com
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BURMESE FOOD

1. Lephet - tea leaf salad; bitter and tart snack; can be mixed into salad as lephet thoke; made with
dried peas and beans, peanuts and garlic; tomato salads, cucumber salads, and noodle salads also
popular (mixed with onion, peanuts, garlic, sesame seeds)

p

While Myanmar is populated by diverse ethnic
groups with their individual styles of cuisine, there are some
characteristics shared throughout: sour/savory flavors,
array of side dishes, rice as the main diet, and dominance
of salads. There are also strokes of Chinese and Indian
influence.
The importance of rice transverses over all ethnicities
in Burma. Wet rice is grown in rice paddies in the lowlands,
while dry rice is grown higher up. Sticky rice is a preferred
style, and rice wine is used in cooking and festival occasions.
Yet even with these outside influences, Burma was
isolated for almost 50 years by their military dictatorship
-resulting in unique food to Myanmar. Filmmaker Robert
Lievermanhe (who filmed a documentary in Myanmar 2012)
called Myanmar the “second-most isolated country in the
world after North Korea.”

2. Toddy Palm Sugar - sweet sap from toddy palm tree is used to make candles, syrups, and alcohol;
candles infused with tamarind and coconut shreds

7

traditions and treats,
smells and tastes,
sense of home,
patterns in daily life,
community, communal, coexist.

3. Street Food - abundance of street food, consistently available; Indian vegetarian dosas, rice
pancakes covered in sesame seeds, barbecues meat, pork offal skewers, Chinese dumplings, and
fresh fruit in Yangon, old capital
4. Fresh Fruit - exotic fruit grow well in tropical climate of Myanmar; can be bought in local street
markets; dragon fruit, durian, bumpy custard-apple, bananas, guavas, mangoes
5. Ngapi - Fermented fish/shrimp paste; used as condiment or dish base; regional variations in
saltiness, thickness, and fish type; from southern & western Myanmar

1

8

6. Mild Curries - mild curry in comparison to curries from Thailand and India; cooked in lots of oil which
breaks down chili and ginger spices; oil can also be added to top off curry after it has been cooked to
protect and preserve the food which might stand in a big pot outside all day vulnerable to bugs and
bacteria
7. Chickpea Tofu - Shan state regional specialty made by heating chickpea flour, water, and turmeric;
various finished dishes (eaten as porridge, or as firm tofu); can be served fresh with dipping sauce

2

3

9

8. Mohinga - breakfast noodle soup dish; thickened fish broth soup with chickpea flour; thin, round rice
noodles, lemongrass, ginger, fish sauce, banana tree stalk pith, lentils, and other vegetables; hearty,
filling soup able to be considered national dish
9. Teahouses - prevalent via street stands and cafes; place for both men and women to drink tea and
chat; Chinese tea is common, also chai black tea with a layer of condensed milk is popular
10. Shan Noodles - second largest ethnic group in Myanmar after Bamar is the Shan; Shan noodles
are made in turmeric oil as thin, flat, sticky noodles; can be served with ground chicken or pork, onions,
chili, crushed peanuts, and broth

4
15
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Food image source: Spiegel, Alison. Here’s Why You Need to Get to Know Burmese Food. HuffPost, 28 Oct. 2014. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/28/burmese-food_n_6044102.html.
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other. How can architecture promote
coexistance?

lower the heights for their children.

morale and promote community
development” (Refugees from
Burma).

Ethnically Diverse
135 official ethnicities recognized
in Mynamar (not including the
unacknowledged Rohingya)
In 2015 the estimated population of 56
million was dominated by the Burmese
(68% of the population). Other ethnic
groups include: Chin, Kachin, Karen, Mon,
Rakhine, Shan, and Wa.
“In many respects cultural diversity reflects
location on a strategic crossroads in Asia,”
(Martin Smith, Burma: Insurgency and the
Politics of Ethnicity).
Precolonial Burma divided between: “the
valley-dwelling peoples -Burmans, Mon,
Rakhine (Arakanese) and Shan -who were
wet rice farmers, Theravada Buddhists, and
in many cases literate” and the “diverse hill
peoples such as the Chin, Kachin, Karen,
and Wa, who were dry-rice farmers, mostly
spirit worshippers, and largely nonliterate”
(Refugees from Burma).
Image recreated from trace of:
“Rohingya Crisis Explained in Maps.”

Rohingya
Rakhine (other Muslim minorities)
Chin
Bamar
Shan
Karen
Wa
Mon
Kachin
Karenni
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Sketchwork of Burmese culture (from top left to bottom right) as storyboard of detailed report “Refugees From Burma”:
long pants/skirt called “longyi” and sandals, cross ventilation, operable windows, fans, socializing on porches, bamboo and thatch village houses, do not
sit higher than your elder, raised houses, bearing a tied string since birth to keep soul tied to body, rice central to meal and farm work, animalism; central
hearth; crafts and wood carving; walk behind your elders; christianity; colonization; facial tattoos; sharing meals together on low ground; memorial space
for trauma; Buddhist boyhood festival; do not point feet at elders; do not touch head; present with two hands to elders; festival of lights
18

Traditional houses in Burma are made
with local materials like bamboo.
Houses are centers of domestic and
family life, and thus people spend
much of their time there. However,
some refugees spends years
-decades even- in the overcrowded
conditions of a refugee camp (sitting
in a neighboring country). Refugees
here have practically no job
opportunity and face the
consequences of deportation as an
illegal immigrant for venturing out of
the legal confines of the camp.

I believe that there is a need to mourn
loss, especially for those who have
experienced the trauma of losing a
loved one or friend while hiding, or in
flight. Refugees also long for their
native homeland. There is a past self
in a different life they once led. What
can architecture do to remember,
even painful memories? Depression
and anxiety are common in refugees;
it is important to consider mental
health as a design concern.

Family is an important as well as
respect for elders. In addition, Karen
meals are comfortably taken seated
on the floor or close in height to it.
Eating at a raised table and seated
chairs may be unfamiliar. Meals are
shared with many side dishes. In
terms of seating it is disrespectful to
be seated higher than an elder and
also to have your feet pointed
towards them.
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Religion is important to the refugees
of Myanmar. Pictured here is a family
Buddha shrine, where offerings of
food can be made inside the home.
The various ethnicities of Burma are
of different religions: the Rohingya are
predominantly Muslim, the Karen are
mostly Buddhist or Christian, and the
Chin are mostly Christian. If living
under one roof, it would be important
to foster mutual respect for each
other. How can architecture promote
coexistance?

Myanmar withstands monsoons and
tropical heat. There is a wet and dry
season, that dictate the rhythm of life.
In terms of architecture, houses are
built with cantilevered roofs for
shading. Operable windows are
important for cross-ventilation. Life for
refugees resettling in colder areas
can be a shock for the inexperience
settler, who may have never used a
blanket to sleep.

Karen houses are typically raised on
stilts in a one room plan with
compartments inside -with a central
hearth. In resettlement experience,
many Karen refugees complain that
the new apartment is too large and
will subsequently have the whole
family sleep together in just one of the
several bedrooms. They have also
been known to lay matresses on the
ground (taking apart bed frames) to
lower the heights for their children.

Balconies are important not only for
air, light, and views, but also as
socializing space. Communities are
close-knit. There was one agency
staff who resettled a refugee
community in two connected
apartment complexes and “feedback
from the refugees has been extremely
positive” -which is why the staff at the
site would “highly recommend this
practice as a way to foster refugee
morale and promote community
development” (Refugees from
Burma).

resettling Burmese refugees
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DESIGNING THESIS

Site Analysis | Hand Drawing & Models | Design Iterations by Scale

QUESTIONING
Designing a resettlement for Rohingya refugees in Alexandria,
VA posed challenges in locating a site and also in answering
conflicting interests:
How do you give a sense of privacy and protection without
creating borders and isolation? How can that promote inclusivity?
How do you allow for flexibility in program over time?
How can a spiritual place provide healing?
How does a transition space become a home?
How do you retain the memories and identity of the past while
reestablishing your roots?
21
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SELECTING SITE

FACTORS AND DESIGN STRATEGIES

One very integral portion of refugee resettlement is education.
Not only is it vital for newly entering refugees to become proficient
in new language and new customs, but it also important to obtain
the tools and knowledge to earn a job and rise up in society.

Walkability to basic necessities and schools
-less driving demand means limited parking
-connection between two existing foot trails

The Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) declares that the
primary mission of the US resettlement program, as professed on
the ORR website, is the integration of refugees. ORR defines its
mission as “founded on the belief that newly arriving populations
have inherent capabilities when given opportunities, the Office of
Refugee Resettlement (ORR) provides people in need with critical
resources to assist them in becoming integrated members of
American society” (ORR 2011b).
As precedent there is a Rohingya center in Chicago called the
Rohingya Cultural Center (RCC). It is a small storefront that
houses workshops and support for the Rohingya refugees in
the community. The director of the RCC, Bin Zakaria, was also
a Rohingya refugee. He said “Education is the great American
equalizer” and that “We are not uneducated by choice.”

Affordability in Claremont Historic District
-homes in district for refugees to move out of resettlement
-proximity to the site continues ties to center (foundation)
Natural surroundings (plot on remnant forest of “rock oak”)
-a haven of trees and raised garden farming space
-enclosed from the city but immersed within it
-embedded in sloped topography
Education and diversity at NOVA Community College
-sharing resources and facilities
-source for classes and student volunteers
-engine for integration

Thus, the selection of site in this thesis was made with the
Northern Virginia Community College (at the Alexandria campus)
as its anchor -a provision of affordable higher education.
Right: Base map created from compilation of aerials from
https://www.bing.com/maps
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site selection and design strategies
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SITE MODEL AND ANALYSIS

Site Address: 4850 Dawes Avenue,
		
Alexandria VA 22311
Leesburg Pike / end of King St

NVCC (Northern Virginia
Community College)
recreational field
Dawes Avenue

existing foot trail from parking

Commercial (offices 1985, fast
food 1971, and repair services
1968)
existing foot trail between NVCC
parking to Leesburg Pike through
forest
Larchmont Village Apartments
LLC, 1960

Tyler Building,1980 (NVCC)

Slope Stability
Site portion in zone 7B, marked as low risk slope
shrink-swell. It is “mostly medium, silty and clayey
sand with occasional gravelly lenses and sparse,
widely scattered, and mostly small bodies of
elastic silt” with a typical 10-25% slope. (Geologic
Atlas of the City of Alexandria, Virginia and Vicinity
- Plate 7, ).
One of my design goals of the project was to give
a sense of permanence to those who may have
only known a temporary kind of living (in refugee
camps in surrounding countries in Thailand or
Bangladesh, where some have spent their entire
lives). Embedding architecture in the earth upon a
strong foundation was thus an important factor.

Schesinger Concert Hall,
1980 (NVCC)
N
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*modeled chipboard
layers showing 4 ft
increments
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SITE DESIGN
One very integral portion of refugee resettlement is orientation. The Rohingya are a Muslim ethnicity
who have been systematically persecuted by the militant government and the Buddhist favored
majority. The Rohingya have held to their religious roots even away from their homelands. As pictured
above “Rohingya men pray under a temporary shelter in the Kutupalong refugee camp in southern
Bangladesh, Oct. 2, 2017.” Thus an important anchor of orientation in the project is the Qibla, the
prayer direction towards the city of Mecca.
https://www.voanews.com/a/bangladesh-wary-of-makeshift-mosques-in-rohingya-camps/4059070.
html
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From this site, the Qibla is 57 degrees east of North. Here
is an initial scheme embracing the highest hill and with a
direction towards Mecca, a holy city central to orientation of
daily prayers.
28

REFINING IDEAS

A Process of Sketching, Modeling, and Brushing Charcoal
						
									SET LIST

									1. Void in Memory
									2. Carving
									3. D1: Toe to Heel
									4. Masterplan
									5. D2: Warmth of Movement
									6. Gradation of Space
									7. Built For You

DESIGN BY DRAWING

									8. D3: Echoing Corner
		
									9. Prayer and Light

Every designer uses their own methods to create and distill ideas. I believe that hand sketching in
multiple mediums has become important to my process for instant translation of thought to page (or
material) and for using the sense of touch to texture those thoughts.

									10. D4: A Secret Inhabitation
									11. Anatomy of Tradition
									12. My Narrative of Place
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CARVING
To take root is to grab hold.
On this terraced hill, to carve is
to create firm foundation
-to anchor in and embrace ground.
A dislodgement of place.
A creation of place.
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DRAWING ONE

Ekphrasis of Ichnographia of a Threshold: Toe to Heel

With clay as my dedicated earth for the drawing, I tossed
the red morphing mud onto paper to step on. After stomping into
the slab of clay atop the paper, the pressure and reddish coloring
of the clay printed a transfer underneath, revealing an atmospheric
impression of a foot. This first footprint I enlarged as the main
image imprinted into my final drawing. It crosses diagonally
into the thresholds of my building just as you would naturally
in motion, and it also flows upwards birthing in the direction of
idea conception from architect to paper. Using this footprint I
considered the weight of the building coming down and meeting
the soil beneath. And I began to draft a door.

Upon departure of the building by either doorway one
arrives on the flat wooden balcony textured by invisible lines
inscribed into the page. This raised balcony provides a corridor
in nature and shade to the true exit down the final steps to the
ground (rubbed red with clay in the final drawing). Upon the fertile
ground, shrub plantings and tall oaks will be planted loosely lining
this covered balcony. The balcony itself creates a pivot point for
the resident coming through the building. They are persuaded to
walk with the breadth of nature as they transition inwards, and to
also depart from the glass main double doors with a view of leaves
drifting in the wind among blue skies –open as two arms stretched
wide for an embrace.

Pushing and pulling the drawing as I would malleable fresh
The difficulty with understanding and deciphering plan
clay, I constructed a double door for the residents, then pushed it
drawings is having a practiced eye moving within its lines and
deeper into the building –leaving a sheltered pocket raised by a
single stair step. This elongated procession of the main threshold shadows. As Frederick Kiesler defined in “Pseudo-Functionalism in
Modern Architecture”, “the floor plan is no more than the footprint
is meant to soften the transition of air, sunlight, and moisture.
of a house.” However he noted that “from a flat impression of this
sort it is difficult to conceive the actual form and content of the
Like an inkstone, I poured water into the dry clay and
building”. If one were to imagine a bear from only a pawprint, one
used the subsequent brown-red mud to print my foot and hand.
might even assume it was a small thing hopping along. However,
These prints were plotted all across the final drawing. Some were
looking closely one can see individual digits or claw marks and
minimized to depict footsteps trodding in scale (1”=1’0”). Others
begin to decipher age and speed of the bear (by pressure,
were enlarged to show a gradient of public to private space, with
the public outdoor receiving more pressure in color and the private distance, and size). Similarly, an architectural plan can decipher
indoor portrayed in a lighter opacity. Burnt sienna acrylic was used the feet of the building as it sits in the ground, where the pressure
reaches down in poche and where the walls thicken in size. In
to poche the walls. As for the handprint in the lower left corner,
summation, a plan’s deciphering requires the mind to travel in
it denotes the presence of the body on the sliding push of the
its depths walking amongst the ink and lead like a line from its
side door. Thus, this sliding door and the main double door are
depths.
thresholds by foot and hand.
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Drawing One, of four for the Mirror of Design course.
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Ichnographia of a Threshold: Toe to Heel
The sequence of design unfurls in plan from the free flow of an
architect’s imagination. As lines scrawl across the drafting desk, the mind
wanders into the white paper space -dropped into plan like a dive into the
ocean. Starting with the basic walls from outside to inside, a person enters a
threshold. These thresholds act as a point of crossing like an intersection of two
lines –both entering and exiting. At this singular point a threshold is a transient
moment in comparison to the habitat within, but it holds great introduction to
what is enclosed.
In the settlement proposed in this project, the multi-family residential
complex serves as subsidized and affordable housing for newly resettled
Rohingya refugees from Myanmar. Meant as a place to get on one’s feet,
the complex emphasizes job acquisition and higher education for career
fulfillment. Each year the rent will be subsidized less. From this establishment,
Rohingyan families can move into homes in the district area. They may always
return for any of the resources offered on site, as well as religious ceremony
and to continue their connection as neighbors. Just as roots grow, so too do
branches.
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MASTERPLAN
Programming landscape:
t

-meditative footpath, connections to existing trails
-memorial space, potential burial site
-terraced views of nature, hierarchy
-tall trees and shade
-open green spaces
Programming built space:
t

-front of house, parking
-communal gardens
-learning center (English classes, workshops)
-NGO office (volunteer coordination, services)
-prayer hall
-residences

Schematic masterplans studying building and forest mass, orientation, and meditative walking trail.
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DRAWING TWO

Ekphrasis of Orthographia of a Stair: Warmth of Movement
Nestled in a patch of remnant forest at the corner of
Dawes Avenue and Leesburg Pike, sits a refuge atop the hill. This
refuge has units rising with and above the natural sloping grade.
It is a rising procession from below to above like the flow of heat
upwards. The procession rises from a first threshold at ground
level to the destination above in an apartment overlooking the
treetops.
Arriving by car, the grandmother ushers in the boy through
the front entrance facing the parking. The young energetic boy
recklessly skips ahead with their overflowing brown bag of
groceries, heedless of her scolding. As the pair enters, they are
enveloped with warmer interior air and leave the chilly breeze
on the front doorstep. Wind and water storm against the glass
and mullion facade of the side entrance. It extends upwards to
show the double height lobby space. In terms of process, the
stormy weather showcases the drawing’s mixing of media –in
this case of water and charcoal. Wet on dry. The black charcoal
filling out the section floor and wall slabs were smoothed with
water –wetting the reinforced concrete though the foundations
and the floor slabs like pouring concrete. In addition, water was
also apparent in coloring the air in a wash of cool or warm tones
in the appropriate indoor and outdoor spaces. The running boy
bursts through the front door in an outline of cold blue tinged
with the red of movement and transitioning to the indoor warmth.
Up above the grandmother works her way up the lobby stairs to
reach the exterior balcony connection, and she tires slightly –even
breaking a sweat at the top of the steps. Ahead of her a kind
neighbor opens the door for her. Heat rises from her body and
collects at the top of the stair, while cool fresh air sweeps in from
the open door.
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While in motion the boy and his grandmother operate at two
different speeds, but when settled in their living room they are joined,
sharing one moment. Drawn here, they are eating rice and a hot
meal together on a raised platform. There is some furniture placed
around them, but the floor is their main stage together. Lastly there is
an exterior stair cutting through the base of the building like a tunnel
leading to the hilltop –framing blue skies and blue breezes. While
the boy is off at school, the grandmother ventures around grounds
–seeking a quiet place to sit and watch children plan, to listen to the
birds speak, and to rest her eyes in the warmth of sunshine. The
steps may not be easy on her bad hip, but the stairway beckons her
westward funneling the setting sun.
In completion, this orthographia was a layering of linework,
narrative, and media. “Drawings arrest and freeze these vectors,
but even in this fixed state, projected information can be mobilized
by the imagination of the observer.” Unlike a photograph, a drawing
from its fresh clean slate to finished visualization takes the labor of
forging individual marks. They may afterwards be static and fixed in
exhibition, but the reading of the image requires the same attention
to detail as the laborer who drew the drawing. And with this attention,
there is a kindling of imagination for what is being represented.
“Illustration always prompts us to envisage what it portrays as if
it were already real, even when we know it is not.” In this way, a
drawing can reveal the depths of one’s own projections onto it.
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GRADATION OF SPACE
It was important in this project to have a sense of
safety but not isolation. Thus to achieve both privacy and
public integration, there is a gradation of layers in space.
Entry into the complex through the forested front door,
spills out into a wide green field. A middle ground facing
each of the three main building entries. The second
layer of guard is the oak trees. The trees provide a slight
coverage of privacy as well as shade. After them, come
the stone brick columns lining the facades facing the
main field. These colonnades unify the three buildings
under one ground material, signifying these three parts
as one whole.
In addition, putting circulation on the exterior of
the residential hall was important to fill the pathways with
more views of nature and more space for socialization.
Balconies are an important platform for social space in
Myanmar. And in considering this community like the
seed of a village, the circulation was made intentionally
complex. Spontaneous interaction and space to meet &
greet people is an important part of solidifying a small
tight-knit community.
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BUILT FOR YOU
Because the porch aspect of the open-air
circulation plan was so important, the articulation
of that hall to threshold space became emphasized
in design. Shown here on the left, the wall elevation
begins to protrude for stepped seating in front of
the living room window. In plan, the exterior seating
pushes the wall further inside, creating niche spaces.
Pockets of conversation and rest.

Because the ground floor is adjacent to the
public space, those ground floor apartments are
pushed under a colonnade to protect them from
unwanted exposure and allow for the grace of privacy
in shade and rain protection. It beats like a rhythm as
one walks along it.

Left: a person pensively
seated, feet planted in the
rain garden that fills with rain
and reflects the ground floor
colonnade.
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DRAWING THREE

Ekphrasis of Axonometric: Echoing Corner
The man shut the door behind him and began searching
through his keys. Jingle-jangle. Finding the correct key, he clicked
it into place and turned the lock. Cla-click. Whistling, he ambled
towards the sidewalk. His tune reverberated against the hard
stone lining the retention walls outside his front door. Stopping to
listen to the cave-like echo, he imagined the sound bouncing off
the volcanic rock walls and how the sound projected throughout
and outside of the space.
In this third drawing, I have deconstructed one of the
residential units at the corner which faces the parking. Because
this unit is rooted into the base of the hill, the entrance is a
space carved out of the soil –a void as corner. In the process of
drawing, I began carving into the drawing by taking away walls
and sloped grade. In this way I drafted out from bottom to top.
The lines began with procession towards the building, revealing
in two parts. In part one, the viewer enters the drawing from car
to sidewalk to ramp to second floor threshold. In part two (the
central piece), the viewer enters from sidewalk to retained walls,
then through ground floor threshold and living room and finally
through the kitchen. At the corner, the load-bearing column is
encased in concrete at the meeting of the adjacent planes.

walls holding back the grade from the building corner (as well
as the foundation wall strip along the building base) is made of
volcanic rock. This material is from the Butaro Hospital designed
by MASS Design architects in Rwanda. It was constructed by
local masons incorporating the local volcanic material that was
previously undesirable as a building material. I have prescribed this
material in my foundations for strength and for its solid weight. The
building sits rooted firmly into the topography like the volcanic rock
in Butaro Hospital. Thirdly, the threshold of the man’s front door to
his apartment is held in place by post and lintel construction. An
ancient technique of balance, post and lintel has survived as a basic
method of building. Here it serves as a threshold, just as it may have
at Stonehenge. It is simple, it is strong, and it has history. There is a
narrative here that is continually written. Stage left enters man…

The objects transmitted into the drawing are three: one window,
one material, and one construction condition. Thus, the
assembled creation is a “monster of architecture” (Frascari).
“These capricci are analogous representations carrying in
themselves the idea of something out of the ordinary, with an
undertone of the irrational” (Frascari). Firstly, the window is our
own WAAC library circular window overlooking the main stairs.
In the drawing it is similarly perched overlooking the front entry
procession from the street. It acts almost as a sentry, a point of
security encrypted into the architecture. Secondly, the retaining
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A person walks through an early section of housing and mosque. From upright to bowed.

PRAYER AND LIGHT
Take me to a sacred space
Where to unload my worries
Where company is in concert, and
Where my prayers can be answered.
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The mosque is a spiritual center. Externally its dome
surfaces above the treeline as a “Hello!” to the world, and
a “Welcome in!”
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DRAWING FOUR

Ekphrasis of Scenographic: A Secret Inhabitation
Entombed under heavy concrete steps, the small cave
dripped silently. The pipes embedded in the walls brought in
fresh water. The porcelain toilet and sink sit silently in the solid
darkness. The gilded bear ambles in. Tired paws roaming out in
the summer sun, ready to rest in a dormant space.
I wash my hands in the sink and dry them on the small towel
by the mirror. This is a dream from my childhood home. The
bathroom beat like a central heart. Water and heat pumped like
blood in pipes and arteries to and from the room. It stood facing
the front entry, sandwiched between the upper and lower floors
of the house –perched over the mechanical heating and cooling
system in the basement.
My sister and I nicknamed the bathroom after one of her
favorite children’s books, “The Warm Place”. In that story, the
warm place was the homeland of a certain lost giraffe looking
for sanctuary. In our house, the warm place was an ever-present
comfort. On a cold day, you scurried in through the front door
to sit in the warm place. I’d often contemplated why the muddy
orange color was selected for the floor to ceiling wall space. But
I never questioned the matching wooden toilet seat –a small
gem of consistent temperature. I even used the small space as
a sound box when I was anxiously practicing for a violin solo.
And even when I wasn’t using the room, I made sure to keep the
door closed to save the warmth inside (a reservation of the secret
warm place).
As for this my final drawing, it started with a pencil lead
and foam core board which became layered with different ways of
drawing the same section. Firstly, the drafting became an
exploration of spaces in my landscape design I did not yet
understand. One such space was the way the building sat
edged into the soil –I took a look at differing kinds of retention
walls. Secondly was the backyard hill on the left side of the
scenographic. I rediscovered its purpose in a shared communal
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backyard space that would be slightly more protected.
Children could play in the park playground and be carefully
watched over by their families and neighbors.
The second layer began as I colored the section
of the building to frame light entering the building as well
as tones of material, brown CLT and grey concrete. On the
rooftop, the raised bed gardens are additionally watered
from roof water collected of the sloped skylights which
would be covered in solar panels. This coloring continued
down and down. The soil I spread with three different
charcoals, a colored pencil, and my hands. Dirty as soil,
my hands smoothed depth and gravity into the section.
As Louis Liard declared in his writings, “thought pursues
the irreducible element without ever attaining it” although
“observation has stopped long before.” In my own drawing
the section started with the hard cold facts of the building
dimensions and topography levels, but was pushed and
stretched past observation into the roots of trees and
horizon line in the background forest. This description from
Liard as noted in the Archaeology of Section “recalls to
mind quite opportunely that the idea of the section…has
a pragmatic consistency that justifies the appropriateness
of theoretical reasoning at a clear and distinct level of
questioning.” By making a cut in the imagination, the
questions asked in order to produce the drawing are
produced to the quality of the imagination. These questions
of cutting through design, through space, and through
memory are layers that can be drawn upon in section, from
where the soil goes down down.
And from that dark depth, lies the toilet room - my
warm place.
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Misted by trees, the outdoor pavilion looks out serenely over the grounds,
perched on its hilltop. Children shout and play in the playground, while some learn
the farming techniques of their parents in the rooftop farming gardens. Bringing
fresh vegetables down the stairs, the food is being prepared in a boiling pot,
smelling of spice with the windows open in the breeze.
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ANATOMY OF TRADITION

roofing made of bamboo/thatch, and
steeply pitched to serve as umbrella
from seasonal rains

Dissection of a Traditional Burmese House

third tier: attic storage for grain and
precious family heirlooms (protected
from rats and mold)

opening between roof and
walls used for cross ventilation
and for cooking/smoke

second level, family activities; most
livelihood activities outdoors

raised post technique (possibly originated in
Taiwan); provides flood protection in tropical
climate from monsoon rains and under floor
ventilation (cools interior spaces); piles also
protect the building from extensive rot and
insect damage
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materials: wood, bamboo, thatch
(light materials for hot climate)

understory is used as protected
area for storage and animals

Image: charcoal and ink sketch over rural Myanmar Photoshop collage
images sourced from https://www.carlospenalbaphotography.com

Wet and dry season are the rhythm of life. It
dictates farming activities, holidays, and occupation
of interior vs exterior. The architecture of the house
is built with the mindset of the seasons, with
cantilevered roofs for shading and operable windows
for cross-ventilation. Local materials are used in
construction.
Additionally, family is important as well as
respect for elders. For example Karen meals are
comfortably taken seated on the floor or close in
height to it. Eating at a raised table and seated chairs
may be unfamiliar. Meals are shared with many side
dishes.
Balconies are important not only for air,
light, and views, but also as socializing space.
Communities are close-knit. There was one agency
staff who resettled a refugee community in two
connected apartment complexes and “feedback from
the refugees has been extremely positive” -which is
why the staff at the site would “highly recommend
this practice as a way to foster refugee morale and
promote community development” (Refugees from
Burma).
Karen houses are typically raised on stilts
in a one room plan with compartments inside -with
a central hearth. In resettlement experience, many
Karen refugees complain that the new apartment is
too large and will subsequently have the whole family
sleep together in just one of the several bedrooms.
They have also been known to lay mattresses on the
ground (taking apart bed frames) to lower the heights
for their children.
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Early sketch of housing with exterior porous circulation weaving within and around the building, bamboo shading, and the mosque peeking
in front left corner.
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RESOLVING THESIS

Village on a Hill | Site Plan and Program | Identity in Community
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SITE PLAN
What is the benefit of the legal status of “refugee” without
a method of “refuge”? This is the destination, the haven. A
trifecta of shelter, a sacred space of spiritual healing, and an
educational center. This is also the beginning, a doorway to a
new life.
*site map showing contour lines in steps of 2 ft; green outlines
in steps of 10 ft in elevation; red dashed lines show section cuts
A,B, and C.
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GROUND FLOOR
The three main buildings face each other in a
correspondence via white brick colonnade.
One is tall, filled with apartments of large and small, onestory and two-story. Each with their windows able to be thrown
open and have air and light flow (cross-ventilation emphasized
by the long one apartment wide bent L-shape). A lobby core of
communal space lifted by elevator rises from the hinge of the “L”.
The second is a sacred space. Ablutions and washrooms
for men and women divide by entrance, and rise onto the central
stair that is well lit by the barrel vaulted high skylit ceilings.
The third is an open center focused on the tools for
empowering. A computer lab, meeting/classroom space, and a
library.
*Entry onto the premise is via connecting foot trails (to existing
dirt trails) and asphalt road (small parking lot approached by
ramp from Dawes Avenue).
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SECOND FLOOR
The hill rises on, pathways converge, stairs climb.
There is a human resilience to unexpected turns in life.
Displacement for the Rohingya from a hostile homeland forces
chaos and disorientation, a crisis of needs. But those needs go
beyond food and shelter.
“Just as one’s clothes are not simply protection from the
elements, architecture is not simply for shelter. Buildings are filled
with symbols and messages that reflect and mold the world view
of that culture. The differing roles of men and women, hierarchies
of power, the interface between secular and religious life are all
contained in the layout, structure and ornamentation of each and
every building” (Myanmar Style: Art, Architecture and Design of
Burma, 63).
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THIRD FLOOR
The strength of one comes from many. As an extension
of that, the core identity of the individual residents in this foreign
resettlement is strengthened by the nurturing of community, of
open corridors, and niche spaces embedded into thresholds.
There is shared experience and worries and retention of tradition
and culture is a group effort. The communal roof gardens ground
a sense of time and season for these refugees who for many
came from a farming or fishing background.
From seclusion to integration, the hill descends. The
secret pavilion at the top of the hill represents the stability of
earth -in square. Bamboo beams held up without walls, private
views overlooking the entire complex, an ownership of space -a
belonging. The mosque below expands those borders and opens
its arms wide as heaven -a circle. The stained bamboo dome is
a public icon to the urban context that “we are here” as well as a
celebration of religious freedom.
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FOURTH, FIFTH, & ROOF
How many will you provide for?
How many can you provide for?
With a community like a village there is a finite amount of
resources. But there is also room to grow. On the ground floor are
one person studio apartments, and as the floors stack up so too
do the bedrooms. The top floor of residence is an extension of
the fourth, a series of two story apartments like townhouses with
space for full-fledged families. Growing like root to branches, the
building reconfigures itself upwards creating shielding overhangs
as well as a network that grows in volume -structured with
unfurling tree columns. Each apartment is unique; each pathway
to every apartment is as diverse as a different address entirely
-the exterior walkways like avenues, and the stairs like ramps.
There is no conforming unit plan pervading lightless stifling
corridors. The building breathes.
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MOSQUE ELEVATION
Illustrated with concrete, stone brick, glass, and stained bamboo.
*Below: digital line representation of structure and mass.
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RESIDENCE ELEVATION
Illustrated with concrete, stone brick, glass, crosslaminated timber (CLT), and stained bamboo.
Highlights: the garden shed on the rooftop
complete with a wide canopy for shade in the heat
of work; the corner stair next to the large retention
walls providing a cavity for recycling and waste to
be collected (with compost also collected on site);
and secret pavilion behind the trees.
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ROHINGYA CULTURAL CENTER ELEVATION
Illustrated with stone brick, glass, and cross-laminated timber (CLT).
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SECTION A
Sectional illustration of resettlement residence hall and mosque.
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SECTION B
Sectional illustration of external and internal roads, mosque, and cultural center.
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SECTION C
Sectional illustration of external footpath, elevation of cultural center and section of
resettlement residence hall.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

THRESHOLD OF REFUGE
From “citizen of nowhere” to
settling in the “afterland”,
		
journey to refuge.
Recollect oneself to build up
		
up up up the branches of the tree
soft roots pained by fouls of trauma
		
find new soil and unfamiliar shade
resting on unmoving land
		
solid beneath worn feet.
There is hope where there is light
		
memory where there is void
			
village where there is community.
It is time to heal,
		
time to connect to place,
			enter refuge.
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Resources for research, facts and figures:
http://www.unhcr.org
http://www.rcusa.org/history/
https://www.state.gov/j/prm/ra/admissions/index.htm
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/refugees-asylum/refugees
https://www.nvcc.edu/
http://minorityrights.org/minorities/muslims-and-rohingya/
https://projects.arlingtonva.us/projects/claremont/
Articles:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/wp/2014/08/13/how-americas-refugee-population-has-		
		changed-over-time/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.facd7039adc4
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-immigration/canada-sees-unsustainable-spike-in-asylum-		
		seekers-at-u-s-border-idUSKCN1AX1PO
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/08/destitution-is-routine-refugees-face-homelessness-even		after-gaining-asylum
https://www.rescue.org/article/how-trump-administration-sabotaging-americas-welcome
https://www.rescue.org/video/refugee-ban-facts-matter
http://theconversation.com/the-history-of-the-persecution-of-myanmars-rohingya-84040
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/02/world/asia/myanmar-rohingya-denial-history.html
https://www.nvcc.edu/oir/_files/43-15-Demographics-and-Student-Characteristics-Fall2014-Fall2015.pdf
https://www.campusexplorer.com/college-advice-tips/E8748B21/10-Biggest-Community-Colleges/
https://90days90voices.com/rohingya-cultural-center-4f1dee67e85b
http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kempercode=c139
		
Rock Oak” Chestnut oak, quercus montana
https://realestate.usnews.com/real-estate/articles/10-up-and-coming-washington-dc-neighborhoods-to-buy		a-home
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“...so now you'd better stop and rebuild all your ruins.
For peace and trust can win the day despite of all your losing.”
Lyrics from Immigrant Song, Led Zeppelin

